Adult Beverages
BEER:

Brooklyn Lager
Miller Lite
Allagash White (seasonal)
Lagunitas Pale Ale
Smuttynose Finest Kind I.P.A.
Smuttynose Old Brown Dog Ale
North Country Original Press Hard Cider

WINE:

House Cabernet
House Pinot Grigio

Bubby’s Bloody Mary

(our house-made mix is the best around!)

Mimosa

(champagne & OJ)

Adult Coffees:

Choose from Kahlua, Bailey’s, Frangelico
(or mix any of the 3)

Yiddish glossary
Bubby or Bubbe: A Jewish grandmother, or

Matzo Ball: A dumpling made from matzo,

Ashkenazi Jews: Refers to a specific group of

Mazel Tov: Congratulations! “Mazel Tov on your

simply someone you love or adore…Who’s your
Bubby?
Jewish people that eventually settled in Eastern
Europe and Russia. New York delicatessen fare
is typically Ashkenazi food.

Blintz: A thin pancake similar to a crepe, usually

eggs, water, and schmaltz…traditionally served
in chicken soup.
wedding.” or “Mazel Tov on your daughter’s
graduation.”

Mensch: A decent human being; a virtuous

stuffed with fruit and/or a sweet cheese filling

person, one with honesty and integrity. “What a
good boy, such a mensch!”

Challah: A classic Jewish egg bread

Nosh: A snack, or the act of snacking or eating;

traditionally eaten on Sabbath and other
holidays.

Chutzpah: Guts, courage, nerve, audacity. “He
had the chutzpah to ask for mayonnaise on his
pastrami sandwich.”

Egg Cream: A classic New York deli beverage
consisting of milk, soda water and a flavored
syrup. No eggs.

Fress: To eat a lot, especially with enthusiasm.
“He’s quite the fresser!”

Gefilte Fish: A poached mixture of ground

carp, pike or whitefish. It is typically eaten as an
appetizer with horseradish.

Knish: A Jewish hand held snack food

consisting of a filling covered with dough then
fried or baked.

Kugel: A baked Jewish pudding or casserole

commonly made from egg noodles or potatoes,
either sweet or savory.

Kvetch: To complain habitually, or gripe. It’s
what we do!

Latke: A fried pancake that is made from

grated potatoes, eggs, onion and flour or matzo
meal.

Lox: Salmon fillet that has been cured by
brining only, not smoked.

Matzo: Unleavened bread traditionally eaten
by Jews during Passover, with a cracker-like
consistency.

nibbling. To nosh is to eat a little bit.

Nova or Nova Lox: Salmon that has been cured
and then lightly smoked.

Oy Vey: Interjection of grief, pain or horror.

Something one says when frustrated. We say
this a lot!

Rugelach: A Jewish pastry much like a strudel,
however, it’s cut into bite-sized pieces before
being baked.

Schmaltz: Rendered chicken or goose fat used
in cooking Ashkenazi cuisine.

Schmear: A spread of any kind but mostly

referring to the act of applying cream cheese
to a bagel.

Schmooze: To converse informally, to small
talk or chat. “C’mon into the deli and we can
schmooze for a while.”

Sheygetz: Male form of Shiksa
Shiksa: A non-Jewish girl or woman, especially
one who has attracted a Jewish man.

Yenta: A yiddish female name used generically

for an old gossip. “Can you believe what a Yenta
she is?”

Yiddish: The pre-holocaust language of central

and Eastern European Jews derived from a mix
of German, Hebrew, and other slavic languages.
It has heavily influenced American English and
has become the perfect language for insults.

You’re not full until your Bubby says so. — Yiddish Proverb

